
Wests Dear Sylvia (HR,PH and JL, toc) Oe a 
Please excuse thehaste and the probably worse typing. My regular m chine is 

in the shop and I'm using a duplicate of the Agee one I've ind for more than 40 
years3 ) a 

I have confirm the Delf departure date of 4/19. However, Priscilla glaims that deM 3 is ¢: her 

The reports I have from the Archives may well have been added to by now zand I de not recall how “have them filed. So I believe someone who can find the time 
might consider asking the Archives for all availanie records relating to.these pix. 

| They were spread around widel$ by the cops, by giving them out end-by leaving many copies unattended. 1 know at least one reporter. who found a big bunch’ of . © 
prints drying in I think he told me Life Day's offices _ ee 

He could have lifted somee I dont recall if he did but he could ‘have: without admitting: it because he found nobody there and the place wide opeme 0 _ I don-t reeall if Howard_made thé ppint but if he did I agree that so close to the Walkef shooting neither bee nar arina would have made eracks baout it, gy. especially not if Marina believed Lee was involved . | a re But is Priseilla's account credible for 4/19 - that eftergetting the picture the deMs were silent about it? Ancther reason for her May contrivances = 9. n the other hand, there is no reason to believe that in May the Oswalds had an address for the deMs, in Haiti. eR ee 
These and other considerations get back to the suspicion of a plant of the. 

pictures Anyone with access to what the dels left behind and a copy of the pigture could have done ite Officials certainly could have. With motive in the early “arriso n days. That there was a plant is easier to believe than any of these other accounts. Then there is the different descriptions of the same inscription. +t is not only the presence/absence of the terrier sketch. Different direct quotes. From.one copy 7. I find it not easy to believe thet some may were so silent over all of OY any of this for so longs. og re "y gréates present interest in this is Epsteinker and the CIA. This almo means # ~~ anything you may hear about Epsteinker's access to CIA records, Nosenko, ete. There is now the relevance I projected some time ago. I do not know the exact details but our presentation of “new evidenee" at the appeals level and the govermment almost hysterical opposition to it in the executive session transeripts case is going to be resolved, possibly by trial. We Can depose CIA people in another ease. If the district judge tekes the very strong hint from the appeals court we'll have a trial or be able to take depositio nse He ig to do whatever he does in time for oral arguments before the appeals eourt in its “une sitting. At issue is what the CIA made available to Epsteinker and denied to me, particularly about the 6/23 sessions (On this note that Ee gives a wrong date, to make it appear as a result of what Helws told Warren rather thm following whatever the Bommission decided the day befoFee) So we ean use any info that can be used as a basis for asking questions as well as for establishing fact. Thus anything Ep. says ean be useful. Hastily, fir 


